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Hudson pear

Above: The vicious spines of Hudson pear can cause
serious injury. Photo: Mallee CMA.
Left: A member of the Mallee Flood Recovery
Environmental Employment Program crew indicates
Hudson pear. Photo: Mallee CMA.
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History
Hudson pear was first detected within
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Ridge area during the late 1960s.
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At a glance
• Hudson pear is a Weed of
National Significance (WoNS);
• Isolated populations have been
found in the Victorian Mallee;
• The spines of the Hudson
pear are extremely dangerous
and pose a threat to humans,
livestock and wildlife.
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(Cylindropuntia rosea & Cylindropuntia tunicata)

protect their diggings from nocturnal
prowlers and thieves, but these
reports are unable to be verified.

Description
Hudson pear is a branched cactus
which grows up to 1.5m high and 3m
wide. It has a cylindrical trunk with
rope-like segments and sharp spines
which can reach 3.5cm in length.
Flowers are 5cm wide and develop
in late spring and summer. In the
Cylindropuntia rosea species, flowers
are pink and spines are white. In
the Cylindropuntia tunicata species,
flowers are yellowish-pink and spines
are straw-coloured.
Above: Dead Hudson pear after treatment. Photo: Mallee CMA.
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Hudson pear reproduces vegetatively.

Chemical removal
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What you can do to help
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• Maintaining vehicle hygiene to reduce
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Some large ‘host’ plants have the
capacity to drop dozens of segments,
making them readily available to be
spread by wildlife and feral animals
such as rabbits and foxes; floodwaters;
as well as humans and machinery.

the ground and form roots.

Mechanical removal
While successful on isolated plants,
physical removal is generally not
recommended because of the danger of
serious injury occurring. Once uprooted,
plants need to be disposed of correctly
to avoid new infestations arising from
this material. Correct disposal methods

spread of weeds by machinery and
equipment;
• Minimising ground disturbance;
• Monitoring their property to detect new
weeds early and eradicate them before
they become established;
• Monitoring stock and domestic animals
for Hudson Pear spines.

include burying and/or burning.
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